
Comparative 
Reading

Overview 



More or Less 
Reading a variety of perspectives and kinds of texts on a related topic and then 
sharing how the reading helped shaped your view on the topic. 

It is partly reflective and partly analytical (and all writing, at its heart, is an 
argument). 



It is NOT 
● A narrative of your book report/book reviews 
● A researched argument 
● A research paper 



Intersectionality - a key component 
Intersectionality is how one topic (race, class, gender, etc) overlap one another. 

You’ll be thinking deep and wide about your topic and you should some 
intersections not clear/obvious to you before your reading. These observations 
will key points in your essay. 



You need 
● A minimum of 3 (4 or 5 is better) books (each approximately 250 pages) from 

reputable sources 
● Some fiction, some non-fiction
● Voices/perspectives not like yours 
● To track your reading and thinking (take notes, keep a reading log, talk to 

others) 



Popular Topics (must be narrowed)

Education Immigration Adoption
Mental Health Addiction Gender Equality
Racial Equality Sexual Assault Religion/Faith
PTSD Patriotism War
Abuse Environment Technology
Autism Body Image Poverty
Health Care Identity Family



Genres/Perspectives (your goal is VARIETY)
Your bibliography should be balanced--- so don’t read all fiction or multiple 
titles by the same author. 

You should NOT read textbooks. 

Historical fiction Memoir
Poetry (or narrative verse) Biography or Autobiography
Investigative Journalism Classic (think AP Lit List)
Young Adult fiction Graphic novel
Dystopian fiction Contemporary fiction Fantasy/Sci-Fi
Critique Magical Realism



Make a plan! Stick to it! 
● Narrow topic by 1/18 and begin reading 
● Read a minimum of 2 hours per week (20 minutes per day, every day)
● Track your reading and thinking 

○ It is OKAY to put a book down without finishing it, but note why you abandoned it. 
○ How does this book handle the issue? What did I learn/notice that is important? Where in teh 

book did that happen?  What else do I want to know? 
○ Complete the reflective activities  as they are assigned (one or two per month)

● Have a reading conference w/Mrs. Vincent by the end of February AND 
another one by the end of April. 
○ You’ll schedule them for a formative grades. 



The Essay 
You can’t write yet because you haven’t read at least three books yet. 

You’ll get the specifics of the essay in March. 

These student examples from 2017 represent a VARIETY of topics and grades (not 
all are great examples). 2017 Submissions

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gWjfyDsWxPX6iNo91EEHzz_8PA2Db1Ou/view?usp=sharing

